Peruvian artisans have been creating wonderful crafts and textiles combining ancient techniques with natural and ecological fibers as: Alpaca wool and Pima cotton. In 2004 we open Peruvian Trend, to showcase the rich culture and crafts of Peru. Since then, we have been promoting the varieties and unique forms of crafts and textiles, samples of them are shown in this brochure.

We offer fine and unique crafts, jewelry and textiles made by wonderful hands of women artisans. Our items are selected by their quality, beauty, harmony, originality and vibrant colors representing our popular art.

Our partnership with crafters promote equity, dignity and empowerment.

We support the Fair Trade Federation.

(202)230-4829 peruvian trend@gmail.com
AMAZONIAN collection
Necklaces made with Tagua seeds from the rainforest of Peru
Exquisite and unique designs

(202)230-4829
Available samples.
In stock more than 35 designs
peruviantrend@gmail.com
Adorable cotton sock dolls made by Peruvian women knitters in northern Lima.

Machine washable.
Safe for children
100% Peruvian Pima cotton

(202)230-4829
peruvian趋势@gmail.com
Sweaters hand knit with love
Lovely Andean or contempo designs.
Wool/acrylic yarns.
100% embroidered
Three sizes:
0, 2 and 4

100% Embroidered
Lovely summer dresses.
Variety of designs.
Natural “ecru” Pima cotton
Sizes 0 - 2 - 4

Adorable finger puppets
Handmade

(202)230-4829
peruviantrend@gmail.com
The art of Mosaic, an ancient mixed media technique. Unique decor accents made with sea glass, grout and steel.

Variety of modern art-décor 100% Crafted by artisans in Peru

In stock peruviantrend@gmail.com
Alpaca and Pima Cotton Shawls and Scarves

Our shawls, scarves and other textiles are woven with finest natural threads as: Baby Alpaca, Pima Cotton and Silk.

Alpaca wool is the natural fiber harvested from an alpaca, a South American camelid.

The wool is light or heavy in weight, depending on how it is spun.

It is a soft, durable, luxurious and silky natural fiber. While similar to sheep’s wool, Alpaca wool is warmer, not prickly, and has no lanolin, which makes it hypoallergenic.

Our website is under construction. Feel free to write us: peruviantrend@gmail.com, we can provide you with information about the designs you have seen in this brochure.